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In this paper, we formulate a customer oriented performance requirement for 
data transfer response times and develop quantitative methods for 
engineering and designing to meet this requirement. The results, which may 
be unexpected at times, illustrate the importance of appropriate requirement 
definition. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We consider a local area network designed to provide a · variety of data communications 
services for terminals, workstations, hosts, etc. Key components of this network (see 
figure 1) include a primary LAN (which, in the actual application we have studied, is switch 
based), interface processors (lP's) that provide access to the switch, and secondary LAN's 
that provide both "local" communications and a means of multiplexing several workstations 
or terminals onto one IP. The data transfer requirements for such a network can be quite 
varied ranging from a few bytes for electronic mail to large files of several megabytes. In a 
well designed and engineered network, the response times associated with these data 
transfers would meet the users needs and expectations. Two factors that influence a 
customer perception of the quality of service that he is receiving are his expectations of the 
time it takes to transfer the data (generally proportional to the file size) and the consistency 
of the data transfer time. (e.g., he does not like long "tails" on the response time distribution 
for a given file size). We give a response time requirement for data transfers that meets 
these customer needs and develop quantitative methods for engineering the lP's in our 
network (the system bottleneck) and for evaluating various design tradeoffs. In addition to 
their use here, the new results obtained for the relevant queueing system have more general 
application. We note that while the criterion we choose is a rational one from a customer's 
viewpoint, some of the results on the performance of our system may be unexpected. 
Indeed, one important result of our analysis is that the appropriateness of given design and 
engine~ring rules is very strongly influenced by the nature of the performance criterion 
chosen. Once the engineering of the network for a specific application had been 
completed, validation to ensure that all criteria were met was accomplished by means of a 
detailed simulation ·using the Performance Analysis Workstation (see Melamed [5]). 

This paper is divided into five sections. After this introduction, we formulate the problem 
in section 2. In section 3 we provide the results. In section 4, we outline the analytic 
techniques used to produce the results and in section 5, we provide the conclusions. 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

As noted above, the key bottlenecks in the network are the IPs. These have a throughput 
of about 1 megabit per second while the secondary LAN's have a throughput an order of 
magnitude higher and the primary LAN (switch) has yet another order of magnitude higher 
throughput. Bandwidth allocation for data transfers can be done in one of two ways: 

1. A "synchronous" virtual circuit of a given bandwidth (less than or equal to 1 megabit 
per second) can be established for a given connection. In queueing terminology, this 
would correspond to .the first come first served discipline with the number of servers 
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equal to the reciprocal of the bandwidth for a virtual circuit. 

2. An "asynchronous" mode can be used where packets for all data transfers through a 
given IP are multiplexed making use of the full bandwidth available at the time. In 
queueing terminology, this could correspond to a single server round robin discipline 
which can be approximated by the processor sharing discipline (se~ Kleinrock [3]). 

For design and engineering purposes we assume a criterion of the form 

c: P = Pr(T> Do+ SIRo) S p. 

where T is the file transfer time (seconds), Do is an allowable fixed delay (seconds), Ro is 
the allowable transfer rate (megabits per second), S i~ the file size (megabits) and p. is the 
allowable criterion violation probability. Values of these parameters that we use are 
Do = 1 (to allow for fixed setup delays), p. = .05 (i.e., we must meet our delay 
requirement 95 percent of the time) and Ro = 0.4 (each file transfer should 'see' a 
throughput of 40 percent of the . full IP capacity, 95 percent of the time). Given the 
criterion C, we wish to determine first what mode of data transfer is best (e.g., synchronous 
or asynchronous as defined above) and second, determine the maximum loading we can 
permit on an IP and still meet our criteria. Recognizing that the "arrival" process to the 
lP's can be quite bursty we include a measure of "burstiness" in our analysis. 

3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

From a queueing system viewpoint, the synchronous mode of operation can be evaluated by 
assuming that the IP is a multiserver queue with m servers that can transmit data at r = lIm 
megabits per second. Under the added assumption of exponentially distributed service 
times, we derive an explicit expression for P above in terms of the given parameters and 
the transform of the arrival process. To be explicit, we choose an interrupted Poisson 
process to model the burstiness of the input process and use the resulting peakedness factor, 
Z (see Kuczura [4]) as a parameter to characterize the level of burstiness. These 
assumptions allow us to generate the engineering curves labeled "synchronous limited" on 
figure 2. For each value of Z, these curves show the load at which P exactly equals 
p. ::.:: .05. Thus all points below a given curve will meet our criterion (for the mode of 
operation associated with that curve) while all points above will violate our criterion. These 
curves show that dividing the bandwidth of all lP's into two 0.5 megabit servers (a less 
"efficient" use of bandwidth) actually provides more capacity (a higher admissible loading 
for a given peakedness) than using it as a single 1 megabit per second server. 

It is important to emphasize that this result is strongly dependent on the form of the 
criterion, e.g., if we had chosen mean response time as a criterion the relative relation of 
these two curves would be reversed! Given these results, it is natural to ask if using 
processor sharing (Le., operate in asynchronous mode) would be even better. 
Unfortunately, the analysis for processor sharing is much more complex. The data shown 
on figure 2 labeled asynchronous is the result of a simulation for processor sharing. The 
dotted line in figure 2 has been generated by a corresponding approximate analysis. We 
see, indeed, that processor sharing is preferable for our criterion. 

There are some aspects of our results that need explanation because they may be 
unexpected at first glance. First, figure 2 indicates that the load carrying capacity of the 
system abruptly drops to zero with processor sharing discipline when the peakedness is 
about 1.18. This would imply that for large values of peakedness, we cannot meet our 
criterion for any load! The reason for this lies in the fact that a higher peakedness implies 
that the arrivals are bursty and that they tend to occur in batches. For a batched input, it is 
clear that if there are three in a batch, a1 least one of the arrivals will not meet the 
criterion. Indeed, the higher the number arriving in the batch, the greater the probability 
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that the criterion will not be met. So, for a sufficiently bursty input process, it is impossible 
to carry even the smallest possible load and meet the criterion. 

Figure 3 shows another example of a possibly unexpected result, primarily due to the 
criterion that we have chosen. Here, we see that the engineering curves (comparing 
exponential and deterministic service times) indicate that deterministic service is worse than 
exponential service except when the peakedness is low. Thus, if we engineered our system 
to just meet our criterion under the assumption of exponential service times, then we would 
violate our criterion if the actual service times were deterministic. The following 
explanation may help to clarify this result. If the input was Poisson (Z= 1), it is intuitive 
and reasonable to expect that deterministic service time would give rise to smaller delays. 
The same, however, is not the case when the traffic is bur sty . In a bur sty traffic, arrivals 
occur in batches and deterministic service t:;·nds to violate the criterion for every member of 
the batch provided the batch size is at least three. In contrast, with exponential service, 
some customers with low service times will viol:1te the criterion, whereas the customers with 
high service times may not. For this reason, the load carrying capscity of exponential 
service is better than that of deterministic service (see also Wolff [8]). 

In addition to the criterion described in section 2, one may be interested in the distribution 
of response time for the single server processor sharing discipline with interrupted Poisson 
input. In section 5 of this paper, we will describe a method of computing the mean and 
variance of the response time of this queue. For this queue, let 1I-y be the mean duration of 
the 'on' period, lIw be the mean duration of the 'off' period, A. be the arrival rate during 
the 'on' period and Jl. be the service rate. Table 1 illustrates some results for these 
moments for an interrupted Poisson process input when compared to a Poisson input for the 
same occupancy. These results were obtained for -y = 1.0, w = 0.5, Jl. = 1 and A. was 
chosen to be 0.6, 1.2, 1.8 and 2.4 for the four cases shown. We can see that the second 
moment of response time for the interrupted Poisson process can be quite a bit larger than 
that for the Poisson process. 

4. ANALYTIC METHODS 

In figure 2, the curves corresponding to the synchronous limited (0.5 and 1 Mbps) were 
obtained by computing the conditioned response time distribution for a customer whose 
service time is known. In an m-server system, the service rate of each server is lIm Mbps. 
So a file of size Stakes Sm seconds to transmit. If T is the response time, then for t > sm, 
Pr(T>t I S=s) = Pr(W+Sm>t I S=s) = Pr(W>t-sm) where W is the waiting time for an 
m-server, first come first served queue with interrupted Poisson . Process as input and 
exponentially distributed file size (mean= 1IJl.). From these we obtain, 

Further, Pr{lV>t) has a simple exponential form and is given by equation (121) of 
Jagerman [2]. 

In figure 2, the curve corresponding to asynchronous transmission was obtained by a 
simulation. The analytic approximation was obtained by a linear interpolation of the results 
at low peakedness (Z= 1) and high peakedness (e.g., Z= 1.18). For Z = 1, the input 
process is Poisson and the conditional mean (Jl.x) and variance (a:) of response time 
conditional on the service time (x) are given by equations (31) and (32) of Coffman, Muntz 
and Trotter [1]. The formula for Pis, 

where Pr(T> Do+ slRo) is calculated by assuming that T has the lognormal distribution with 
mean .... x Rnd variance er;. 
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Finally, the formula for . high peakedness was obtained by first observing that for high 
peakedness and low load, e.g., Z = 1.18 and p = 10-10, the input process is quite bur sty . 
For these parameters, 1/'Y = 0.0647, lit&) = 0.192 x 1010 and A. = 2.9625. These 
parameters were obtained by using the three moment match method (see Jagerman [2]). 
As can be seen, the duration of the 'on' period is negligible compared to the duration of the 
'off' period. Also it is negligible compared to the service time ( .... = 1). So it is a reasonable 
approximation to assume that arrivals occur in batches (dIstribution is geometric with 
parameter a = A./(A. + 'Y». Further, all arrivals leave before the arrival of the next batch. 
Viewed this way, it should be clear that if the number of customers in the batch (N) is two 
or less, the probability of violating the criterion is zero. For N = n, let us order the service 
times of the customers so that X 1 :si X 2 :si •••• :si Xn wh ere X j is the service time of the jh 
customer. Let Y j = Xj - X j -1 for j = 1, ... ,n where Xo = O. It is clear that Y j has the 
exponential distribution with purameter J.1. (n - j+ 1) and the Y /s are independent random 
variables. Let P jn be the prob~bility that the /h customer (whose service time is Xj) 

violates the criterion. Then, 

ot (1 n ) nan- 1 ot nan- 1 
P = ~ ~ - ~ P jn ~ ------2" = ~ qn ------2" 

n-1 l n j-1 ) (1- a) n-1 (1- a) 

where nan -1/(1- a)2 is the probability that a randomly chosen customer belongs to a batch 
of size n for n ~ 1 and the quantity in braces (qn) is the probability that a randomly chosen 
customer will violate the criterion given that he belongs to a batch of size l1. Note that the 
probability that a randomly chosen customer belongs to a batch of size n is a random 
modification of the geometric distribution. For n = 1 and 2, clearly, qn = O. For n = 3 
and 4, we will calculate P jn. In these calculations, we will assume that Do = 0 and 
Ro = 0.4. The calculations are slightly different for Do = 1. 

P13 = Pr(3X1> 2.5X1) = 1 

P23 = Pr(3X1+2(X2-X1»2.5X2) = Pr(X1>X2- X 1) = Pr(Y1>Y2) 

= foot e-3~' 2J.1.e-2~'dt = 0.4 

P33 = Pr(3X1+ 2(X2- X 1)+X3- X 2>2.5X3) = Pr(- .5X2+X1> 1.5(X3-X2» 

= Pr(Y1-Y2>3Y3) = foot foX (1-e-~(x-y)/3)2J.1.e-2~Ydy3 .... e-3~xdx = 0.04 

P14 = Pr(4X1> 2.5X1) = 1 

P24 = Pr(4X1+ 3(X2-X1»2.5X2) = 1 

P34 = Pr(4X1+ 3(X2- X1)+ 2(X3- X2» 2. 5X3) = Pr(X3< 2(X1+ X2» 

= Pr(Y3< 3Yl+ Y 2) = foot foot (1_e-2~(3x+y) 3 .... e- 3Ydy4 .... - 4xdx = 0.76 

P44 = Pr(4X1+ 3(X2- X1)+ 2(X3- X2)+ X 4- X3> 2.5X4) 
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Using these values and assuming that q,. - 1 for 11 c: 5 we can now calculate P 
approximately. It turns out that for a = .15, P = 0.05 which is the same result as that 
obtained by simulation. 

We end this section with an outline of the derivation of the moments of sojourn time 
distribution for an interrupted Poisson input, exponential service, single server queue (see 
Sengupta [7]) for the general method. Let j = 1 denote that the arrival mechanism is on 
and j = 2 that the mechanism is off. Let "ij(s) be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of 
sojourn time distribution for a tagged customer, given that the arrival mechanism is in state 
j and there are i customers in the system (inc!uding the tagged one). Let 
";(s) - {un(s), U;2(S)}t and let 

and 

Then by standard birth and death arguments, one can show ·that u;(s) satisfies 

where e is a column vector of ones. Let ut denote the kth moment of u;(s). We now take 
the kth derivative, with respect to s, multiply by (-ll and let s - 0+ to obtain 

(1) 

where up = e for all i. We now propose a perturbation method for solving this second 
order difference e.quation with variable coefficients. We let C = (A- .... I)-1Ao, 
Di = (A - J.LI) -1 .... (i - 1)/i and since ut is an analytic function of ~, it can be expressed as a 
power series: 

(2) 

l-Iere, at) are 2 x 1 vectors which have yet to be determined. We now substitute (2) in (1) 
and rewrite both sides of (1) as a power series in ~. Then, by equating the coefficients of 
~) on the left and right hand sides, one can obtain a recursive solution for at). This 
perturbation method reduces a second order difference equation with variable coefficients 
to a first order difference equation. The solution of the first order equation can be written 
down more or less by inspection. We omit the algebraic details. The solution for i c: 1, 
j c: 0 and k = 1, 2 is 

where the initial condition is a~ = e if j = 0 and zero otherwise. In this recursive 
solution, ~t are also 2 x 1 vectors. If we now let PI denote the probability that an arrival 
sees i in the system (excluding himself), then the k,h moment of the sojourn time is given by 
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To find Pi' denote by Yij the time average steady state probability of i in the system and the 
arrival mechanism in state j. We know from chapter 3 of Neuts [6], that YI = {YIl' YIv has 
a matrix-geometric form. The solution is YoR' for i i?! 1, where R is the minimal non
negative solution of A.Ao + R(A - Ao- J.L/) + R2J.L = O. The marginal steady state 
distribution of the state of the arrival mechanism is 1r = {1r 1, 1r2} where 1r A = 0 and 
1r e = 1. So Yo = 1r (/- R). To derive Pi' we note that PI must be proportional to Yn (i.e., 
Pi= cYil) where c is chosen so that the Pi's add to one. It is. easy to show that c = 1 + -y/w. 

For problems whose solution is obtained by recursion, it is usually a good idea to have an 
internal accuracy check that ensures that the computations are stable. In this problem, the 
first moment of sojourn time can be found by Little's law to be cA. -11r (/-R)-IRe . We 
have used this to check the accuracy of computations by the perturbation method. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper provides quantitative insight into the role of an appropriate performance 
criterion in making correct design and engineering decisions in a data network. The 
mathematical methods developed can not only be used for engineering and design tradeoffs 
as illustrated here but also have potential use in other queueing problems. 
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Table 1 

Mean and Scond Moment 
of Response Time 

Interrupted 
Poisson 

Equivalent M/M/1 
Processor Sharing 

Load Mean Second Load Mean Second 
Moment Moment 

0.2 1.48 4.97 0.2 1.25 1.91 

0.4 2.36 14.27 0.4 1.67 6.96 

0.6 4.23 51.89 0.6 2.50 17.86 

0.8 9.87 320.89 0.8 5.00 83.33 
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